Case Study: Orchestra Seating Arrangements

Overview. If you attend a symphony concert at any theatre or hall around the world, you will find one of two standard seating arrangements for a symphony orchestra. The first violins are always to the left of the conductor, while the second violins and the cellos may switch positions depending on the conductor’s preference and the musical piece. The strings complete the first half-circle around the conductor, followed by rows of wind instruments, brass instruments, and finally percussion instruments. These two seating arrangements only became standardized in the 20th century; they are barely 100 years old. The history behind why musicians sit where they do is as much a story about acoustics and experimentation as it is about the music itself.

What is being organized? At first glance, it seems like the musicians are the physical objects being organized, but the organization is really based on the instrument each musician plays. Musicians that play similar type instruments (strings, woodwinds, brass, and percussion) are grouped together so they can hear each other. Strings often sit closer to the conductor, followed by woodwinds, brass, and percussion because of how far the sounds produced by these instruments travel. The conductor must be able to hear all of the instruments.

It would be unfair to regard musicians only as physical entities. Musicians embody much more than just their own individual selves and instruments. They are a part of an orchestra and are storytellers of a musical piece. Their notes are words that become sentences, and each time they perform, they are retelling the story. So it can also be said that the musical piece is being organized, and seating arrangements are one way conductors get to make reality their own interpretation of the story.

Why is it being organized? Musicians must be able to hear and see each other while they are playing in order to stay together in time. Sitting together in sections allows each distinct melody to come from one direction, making it easier for the conductor to give cues. When two sections have conversations, they repeat the same melody in response to one another, and placing two sections in close proximity where they can see or hear each other allows musicians to mimic each other’s playing styles and dynamics for a more powerful exchange. This conversational exchange is known as antiphony, which is “a term for music in which an ensemble is divided into distinct groups, used in opposition, often spatial, and using contrasts of volume, pitch, timbre, etc.”[1] Organizing musicians into sections also allows the audience to hear the melodies and harmonies from each section equally. Among other elements that add to the texture of the music, antiphony can be classified as a stereo effect, achieved by placing the first and second violins on the left and right stages of the conductor so the audience can easily hear this tradeoff. As a member of the audience, there is beauty in watching the bows of the string instruments move in the same direction as they play or seeing the bright gold trumpet bells project up and out into the hall during a fanfare. This scene is only possible if each section sits together.

---

How much is it being organized? The primary organizing principle is the instrument type, but there are many other rules that fall under this main principle. There are four main types of instruments in an orchestra: strings, woodwinds, brass, and percussion. Each type contains multiple instruments. For example, strings include violins, violas, cellos, and double basses. Depending on the music period in which the piece was written, the piece will require different numbers of instruments or an instrument may not exist at all. For example, during the Baroque Period, there are no percussion instruments.

Generally, string instruments are the largest category of instruments, so they are further grouped together into sections based on the parts they are going to play. The standard organization for string instruments is Violin I, Violin II, Viola, Cello, and Bass. Within these sections, string musicians are seated in pairs (called stand partners) and they share a stand to save space on stage. Since there are fewer musicians overall in the woodwinds, brass, and percussion sections, instead of having stand partners like the strings, each musician has their own stand.

Within each section and for each instrument, musicians are given chair numbers. For strings, the numbering starts from those who sit closest to the conductor to those in the back rows. The first chair of the first violin section is called the concertmaster; the first chairs of all the other sections are principal chairs. For woodwinds and brass instruments, the numbering starts from the center of the stage and goes out toward the left and right. This is so that the principals for each instrument are right next to each other, which is important because they tend to carry similar melodies and need to hear each other. For example, in the figure below, you can see that the principal flute and principal oboe are right next to each other.
The second organizing principle depends on the sound projection of each instrument. Brass and percussion instruments can project farther than the strings or woodwinds. String and woodwind sounds cannot project through brass instruments, so they are placed in front. All orchestras are organized using these principles.

**When is it being organized?** There are two instances where the seating arrangement becomes organized. First, the seating arrangement is created while the composer is writing the music. Although the seating arrangement is not drawn out, it can be interpreted from the organization of the musical score. Depending on the story the composer wants to tell, he/she will select certain types of instruments (strings, woodwinds, brass, etc.) to carry out certain melodies and use other instruments for added color and texture. Similar type instruments are often playing either the same melody or complementary melodic lines because they produce similar sounds and add the same type of texture to the piece. When these ideas and stories get translated onto a musical score, composers will group similar type instruments together so the conductor will be able to easily identify different harmonies and melodies at any moment in the piece. The musical score is organized in a way so that any conductor can look at it and know exactly what is happening.

The second instance of organization takes place in real time when a conductor decides to perform a piece with his/her symphony orchestra. The conductor must take into account his/her own seating preference, the era to which the musical piece belongs (which determines the instruments that are included in the piece), and the theatre or hall in which the piece will be performed. The acoustics of a concert hall are impacted by fabric choices, chemical compositions of paint, and even the materials used for the floors. According to acoustician Robert Berens, for effective absorption and reverberation of sound, the hall cannot be too dry (or
there is no reverberation) nor too echoey.\textsuperscript{2} “The sound produced on the stage not only goes directly into the hall but also bounces off everything in sight and earshot—side and rear walls and ceiling—at minutely different times. That combination—the magic formula for absorption and reverberation—is what creates the overall hearing experience.”\textsuperscript{3} This also explains why most concert halls have similar structural elements, regardless of when they were built.\textsuperscript{4}

**How or by whom is it being organized?** Conductors are the primary organizers. Most composers did not explicitly state how they wanted the orchestra to be arranged and are not alive to consult each conductor, so conductors have experimented over time with their respective orchestras to arrive at the most common seating arrangements we know today.

Orchestras did not always have conductors. They started off as small chamber groups and ensembles comprised of mainly string instruments and the harpsichord. They were mostly led by the concertmaster (first chair of the first violin section) or by the composer, who sat at a piano or harpsichord in the center (where the conductor stands today). Cellos and double basses were sometimes found in the center of the orchestra, since their deep sound provided a foundation for the other instruments to build upon. During the Classical Period, Austrian composer Joseph Haydn organized his 40-member orchestra by placing the first and second violins across from each other to personify antiphonic texture, so their phrases could be heard from opposite sides of the stage. It made sense musically and visually. In many musical scores, composers wrote passages for the two violin sections that traded off. Throughout the 18\textsuperscript{th} and 19\textsuperscript{th} century, these two sections remained in the same location while other instrument sections moved around.

As cities expanded during the Industrial Revolution, orchestras did too. Orchestras were now made up of 100 musicians, and the role of the conductor became more important to make sure everyone was playing together. Conductors began to experiment with seating arrangements. The influential conductor Leopold Stokowski “tried seating the orchestra in every imaginable way, always trying to find the ideal blend of sounds. On one occasion he horrified Philadelphians by placing the winds and brass in front of the strings…but in the 1920s he made one change that stuck: he arranged the strings from high to low, left to right, arguing that placing all the violins together helped the musicians to hear one another better. The ‘Stokowski Shift,’ as it became known, was adopted by orchestras all over America.”\textsuperscript{5} As this seating arrangement became more common, composers also began experimenting with their music. Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 5 contains three parts for the two violin sections, which only works for the musicians if the first violins and second violins are sitting together. Ultimately, orchestra seating arrangements reflect a relationship between the conductor, the concert hall, and the musical score. It gives the audience a timeless experience that they otherwise would not be able to have through a recording.
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